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"Every child should have someone, somewhere, 

who will do something for them that makes no sense 

but is absolutely magical." 

Guy Friddell 

 

Robbie, his sister, and his parents met Captain Lewis, 
Bruce and Jerri Turnbull, and Bob Scott at Coach 
Scott's home in Baltimore.  

 "Robbie, Catherine, John, and Mary, thank 
you for coming today. Bruce, Jerri, and I wanted to 
present a special gift to Robbie and Catherine," Scott 
began. 

 He pulled out a handsome wooden box and 
opened it to reveal two photo albums, each 
decoratively covered with a United States flag.  

 Jerri began, "Catherine, I'd like to you to have 
this album. It is a collection of letters from Jack to 
Anne. She kept them all in a shoebox for many years 
and then put them into this beautiful album which 
Bruce will describe shortly."  

 Jerri handed the album to the girl with a 
gentle hug. Her heart glowed as she watched 
Catherine delicately flip through the dozens of letters. 
The girl's life, Jerri though, was about to be enriched 

 



in ways she couldn't even imagine, like Robbie's.  

 "I think you'll see what a little sister means to 
a big brother–Jack let her know it all the time," Jerri 
added while offering Robbie a smile as a plea for him 
to tell his sister how special she was to him. 

 Coach Scott then addressed the boy, "Robbie, 
I have taken the liberty of soliciting each of the 
Turnbull Award recipients over the last sixty-five 
years to send you a note. I made a pretty simple 
request and got a fantastic response. I asked them to 
share some thoughts with you the 'old-school' way–a 
letter as opposed to an e-mail! I think this collection 
will have a nice, personal feel for you. About fifty 
have responded and they are included in this album." 

 Bruce added, "Robbie, Catherine, I'd like to 
point out the albums, themselves. You can see that 
the cover looks very much like a shadow box–though 
these are made of fabric–that might be used to house 
valuables and are often used to commemorate military 
service. Jack's sister Anne, who was quite a talented 
artist, made the albums herself. She designed a large 
plastic pocket to hold the flag and then sewed the 
pocket into the beautiful wood-colored fabric border 
and wrapped it around the album. The strings 
securing the album are the ones that actually held 
Jack's flags–the ones she sent to him wrapping many 
gifts. The first one, Catherine, was made from the flag 
Jack actually carried on a combat mission designated 
to honor Anne. She kept the album with the letters in 
it on her nightstand her whole life. She left it all to me 
in her will." 

 Robbie's parents felt a chill go through their 



bodies. 

 "Robbie," Bruce continued, "your album was 
also made by Anne, but the flag in yours was the one 
carried by Jack on his fateful last mission and was 
later sent to his coach at Poly, Mr. Melosh. Several 
years after Doug and Anne presented the flag and 
note to him, he passed away. His wife graciously 
returned the flag to my father and he gave it to Anne 
to mount on this album. It had been empty all these 
years. When Coach Scott informed me of his 
intention to collect letters from all of the recipients of 
Uncle Jack's Award for you, I suggested that we use 
this album. We all hope that you will enjoy and learn 
from it."  

 Scott read the dedication page to Robbie and 
his family, "In life, Jack Turnbull was an inspiration to 
all with whom he came into contact. Even in his 
death, Jack continued to give to people, and now his 
Awards continue to represent excellence in the game 
of lacrosse. This collection of letters is offered to 
Robbie with great admiration and on behalf of scores 
of Turnbull Award recipients, Robert H. Scott. July 
2014."  

 Scott then read his own letter to the group. 

 

Robbie's parents, who thought they could not be any 
more overwhelmed than they had been in the 
previous year, reached yet another level of surprise 
and gratitude. Coach Scott invited the adults to 
adjourn to the kitchen area for soft drinks and snacks 
as to allow the children the time to enjoy their new 
treasures.  



 After about twenty minutes, the children 
returned to the group, a bit stunned and 
overwhelmed.  

 Bruce beamed at Robbie and Catherine, "I 
hope you'll enjoy those albums. What do you think?" 

 "I love it. But this is way too much for me to 
keep to myself. I have to think of a way to share this 
with other people," Robbie said gratefully. "Thank 
you, Coach Scott!" 

 "If you are able to do that, Robbie that would 
be a great gift from you to the Game. You know 
what? I may have an idea…." 

 

[Author's note: For the benefit of the layout of this 
volume, the entire collection of letters in Robbie's 
album is presented at the back of this book.] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Epilogue 

 

 

 

 

"Give a child a book and you change the world–maybe even 
the universe." 

Neil deGrasse Tyson 

“Cosmos: A Spacetime Odyssey” 

 

The Lacrosse Museum and Hall of Fame, 
Baltimore, Maryland  

 

"What a great idea, Coach," Jim Lewis said to Bob 
Scott as they waited along with Robbie, his parents, 
and Bruce and Jerri Turnbull for several dozen guests 
to arrive at the Lacrosse Museum and Hall of Fame, 
adjacent to US Lacrosse Headquarters and 
Homewood Field.  

 "Well, Jim, I just thought it would be fun to 
get all of these guys and their families together in 
honor of Jack and Robbie–and the little treat we have 
in mind should be fun. It should be quite a night," 
Coach Scott smiled. 

 Some twenty five or thirty Turnbull Award 
recipients made their way into the Museum over the 
next thirty or so minutes with their guests–parents, 
coaches, wives, girlfriends, children–about one 
hundred people in all, each greeting Coach Scott, 
Captain Lewis, Bruce and Jerri, and Robbie as they 

 



arrived.  

It was an incredible sight. Players from seven or 
eight decades glowing in each other’s presence, all 
genuinely thrilled and grateful to be there. The 
emotion in the room was palpable. People were 
glancing at nametags, erupting into joyful laughter, 
handshakes, hugs, and even a tear or two, and posing 
for pictures for their wives. Dozens of the greatest 
ever to play the game were simply enjoying each 
other. If it ever was about them–it wasn’t any more. 
Tonight it was about the game, the friendships, the 
future. This event was about passing along their 
experience to young players, to each other, and the 
game itself.   

Some of the greats were teammates with each 
other along their journey; some had played in the 
same recreation league, middle school, high school, 
college, club, or professional teams, and even on the 
same or different USA (or other nations’) national 
teams–together or decades apart. Some had played 
with or against each other many times through the 
years. Coach Scott scanned the group, beaming with 
joy as he absorbed the radiance of the room. What a 
collection of talent, personality, and wonderful, hard-
working, generous people, he mused.  

The US Lacrosse staff was there to welcome 
everyone, guiding them to drinks and appetizers set 
up around the Museum. The staff had meticulously 
arranged a special exhibit about Jack Turnbull 
specifically for them. The area contained several scrap 
books arranged by Jack’s nephew and Bruce's brother 
(also) Jack Turnbull and a video projector scrolling 
through scores of pictures from Jack’s life, lacrosse 



career, military service and, ultimately, grave. The 
beautiful album Coach Scott had presented to Robbie 
was also on display–drawing each contributor to 
inspect all of the letters it contained in addition to 
theirs, while also viewing the pictures of Jack and the 
other scrapbooks and mementos. 

 Of greatest interest to all in attendance, 
though, was Robbie’s stick, which he held with him as 
he was introduced to the guests. As each Award 
recipient greeted Robbie, the boy instantly connected 
them to their letter. Without exception, each Award 
recipient graciously accepted Robbie’s offer to inspect 
the stick. In remarkably similar and reverent fashion, 
each legend did nearly the same thing–they took the 
stick in their hands and felt its balance. They ran their 
fingers along the wood, twirled it ever so slowly, 
looked at it long ways, inspected the carvings and 
writing, gently cradled it, ran their fingers along it 
again, softly cradled it once more, and handed it back 
to Robbie. Each could feel the stick's magic they had 
heard about, and were instantaneously drawn back to 
the special feeling that had existed in their stick–a 
feeling that had captivated and driven them–during 
their playing days.  

 After about an hour of mingling and 
rekindling old friendships, Lewis announced to the 
group, "Good evening, ladies and gentlemen. Thank 
you for coming. We hope you will enjoy tonight's 
program and your particular role in it.  

 "I would like to thank US Lacrosse for 
hosting us today. Mostly, I’d like to thank Coach 
Scott for what he has meant to the game and all of us 
for all these years and particularly this event tonight." 



Each Turnbull Award recipient immediately broke 
into applause. Scott attempted to wave off the 
recognition–but it continued for several minutes. 

Lewis finally continued, "All of you know the 
main purpose of why we have gathered tonight–that 
part will come later. But we also have a little surprise 
for you out on Homewood Field–so please make 
your way out there. We’ll meet back in here after the 
game. Enjoy." 

The group moved out to the field where each 
Turnbull recipient received an index card with a 
young player’s name and number on it and was 
directed by the US Lacrosse staff to either end of the 
field where teams were meeting for a pregame 
ceremony–half on one end, half on the other. Most of 
the recipients noticed the special arrangement of 
players and parents, so they edged in eagerly. Each 
group was conducting their own ceremony. Robbie’s 
coach began by addressing his team.  

"Ladies and gentlemen, thank you for coming 
tonight. We think we have a very special evening 
planned for you. We will begin here with a 'Play to 
Honor' recognition for our team. Then we’ll have a 
game with the Tigers. After the game, we’ll ask you to 
meet us in the Hall of Fame right over there for 
another short ceremony.  

"Our boys were encouraged to invite a person 
who has impacted their life in a positive way to be 
their guest of honor tonight. This gesture was 
initiated by one of our own players–Robbie–to model 
a story of which he had learned recently. Robbie and I 
visited the Tigers a couple weeks ago and asked them 



to consider conducting a similar ceremony for their 
team, which they are doing on the other end of the 
field. We picked the Tigers specifically because their 
coach and I were teammates many years ago.  

"You may also notice that the referees are also 
holding a similar ceremony with their group at 
midfield. They are calling their part, 'Referee to 
Honor.' We hope you will agree that this is a 
remarkably simple–but, hopefully, powerful gesture 
that gives our boys an opportunity to formally thank 
someone special in their life, and play a game in 
someone’s honor. We’ll invite each boy to recognize 
their 'Play to Honoree.'" 

The boys introduced their honorees, one by one, 
with a sentence or two to convey the nature of the 
relationship they had with their special guests.  

Robbie began, "My 'Play to Honoree' is Captain 
Jim Lewis. Jim played for Navy back in the ’60s and is 
in the Hall of Fame. He has shared a very special old 
stick with me and has supported me more than I can 
believe over the last couple years." 

The boys continued by introducing themselves 
and their honorees. 

"I’m Bobby and my 'Play to Honoree' is my 
grandfather, John Rowe, who has been to every one 
of my games since I can remember." 

"I’m Bill and my 'Play to Honoree' is my math 
teacher, Miss Dempsey, who helped me every day on 
my free period." 

"I’m Scott and my 'Play to Honoree' is my mom, 
Arlette, because…well, she’s my mom." 



"I’m Andy. My 'Play to Honoree' is my uncle, Joe 
Drost, who taught me a lot about how to play and 
comes to all of my games." 

"I’m Danny and my 'Play to Honorees' are my 
athletic trainers, Antoinette, Julie, and Lauren, who 
helped me recover from and rehab my injury last 
year." 

"I’m Dave and my 'Play to Honoree' is my 
football coach, Mr. Snyder." 

The rest of the boys continued in similar fashion.  

Most of the guests and parents had no idea that 
they were to be so honored–the e-mail Robbie’s 
coach had sent out said only that they were invited to 
attend a "Short, but Special Ceremony"–and were 
clearly moved by the gesture. Coach Scott had not 
briefed the Turnbull Award recipients (except one) on 
this part of the program and they also watched in joy 
as the young men publicly thanked their special guest. 
Their thoughts quickly flew back to their life at age 
fifteen and chuckled at themselves that they were 
hardly able to tie their shoes at that point–no less 
speak so well and with such genuine gratitude.  

After each boy and coach had honored their 
guest, Robbie’s coach concluded the ceremony. 
"Thank you all for coming. I hope you see why we are 
so proud of these boys. Thank you for what you have 
meant to these players. I hope the boys will find just a 
little extra energy to put forth for their team and will 
do you appropriate honor. Enjoy the game. We’ll see 
you after the game in the Museum. Let’s get to work, 
boys." 

The teams played a spirited and hard-fought 



game. Each coach made it a special point to ensure a 
good amount of playing time for each player and they 
were thrilled by the terrific effort from each boy.  

All of the people in attendance knew that the 
actual outcome of the game was important–the Tigers 
ended up winning 7-6–but that the most important 
part of the evening had already happened–the tributes 
to the honored guests–or at least that’s what they 
thought.  

After the players had taken off their gear and 
washed up they convened in the Museum.  

When all had finally gathered, Roddy Marino 
addressed the crowd, "Ladies and gentlemen, thank 
you for coming tonight. I am Roddy Marino, and I 
have the honor of welcoming you here. I hope that 
you all enjoyed the pregame ceremonies and the game 
itself. We gather now to enjoy each other and for one 
more special part of tonight’s program. You see, 
tonight’s entire event was inspired by Robbie in very 
large part due to his relationship with Captain Jim 
Lewis, Navy '66, who has passed down a special stick 
to him. Jim, would you wave? Robbie has learned 
quite a bit about the game and some of the players 
who had the stick before Jim.  

"One of those people was none other than 
Lieutenant Colonel Jack Turnbull of the World War 
II Army Air Corps. Jack was a three-time First-Team 
All-American here at Hopkins–playing on that very 
same field these boys just played on–and Hall of 
Fame member. He was a pilot who lost his life in the 
war, but is remembered today in several forms. One is 
the Turnbull Award which is presented annually to 



the most outstanding attackman in each of the three 
college divisions. The actual trophy is housed here in 
the Museum." Marino gestured to the US Lacrosse 
staff member standing by the five-foot-high glassed-
in trophy case, as the guests looked on in deep 
admiration.  

"I am proud to say that I am one such recipient–
all the way back in 1986 at the University of Virginia," 
Marino offered a bit sheepishly as he was normally 
impeccably modest, but since Coach Scott had asked 
him to emcee this part of the program there was no 
escaping a bit of self-reference.  

"The ceremony that you witnessed on the field 
was very much modeled on a gesture by Lt. Col. 
Turnbull, who carried a flag of the United States in 
honor of people who had supported him. He called it, 
'Fly to Honor.' The recipients of those tributes 
received them after Jack’s death in 1944. Though 
these boys are not able to dedicate an actual combat 
mission, we hope that you enjoyed the similarity of 
their offering to you. 

"Gathered around us here tonight are dozens of 
my fellow Turnbull Award recipients–or family 
representatives–going back all the way to 1946. Some 
came from great distances to be with us–so we thank 
them for the effort to be here. You can identify them 
by their nametags. You may also be able to identify 
them by their picture on the wall in the Hall of Fame 
around that corner–or maybe not," Roddy joked in 
regard to their old age, drawing more than a few 
chuckles from his brethren.  

"A few could not make this event, but have 



offered their support to these players. If your 
Turnbull Award recipient is not here–please meet 
with Jack’s nephews Bruce and Jack Turnbull and 
their wives Jerri and Jane right there," Roddy nodded. 
"They will be glad to provide you some information 
on your person.  

"In tribute to the wonderful relationship that has 
arisen from Jim’s kind gesture in passing his stick to 
Robbie, Coach Scott has asked each of us to bring 
one of our sticks to pass down to these youngsters 
here tonight and we are genuinely thrilled and 
honored to be able to participate." 

Everyone in the room began to look around in 
disbelief and amazement, wondering what was about 
to happen and who all of the great players might be.  

Roddy addressed the young players, "Boys, your 
coaches have prepared a list of ‘connections’ between 
you and a Turnbull recipient. We would ask you, your 
parents, and your 'Play to Honoree' to please 
introduce yourselves to the Turnbull recipient I will 
name. We will not have a formal close tonight–so 
please just take a few minutes to get to know each 
other. Let me quickly introduce each Turnbull 
recipient and we would ask you to make your way to 
them. Thank you all for coming tonight. Enjoy!" 

The young players and their parents beamed with 
excitement as Roddy read off the list and then they 
hurried to meet their new friends.  

Lewis and Scott scanned the introductions and 
discussions taking place around the room. The joy on 
both sides–the youngsters and parents as well as the 
Turnbull recipients–was overwhelming. 



Most of the discussions followed a similar line–
the legend providing a brief–and far-too-modest–
biography, including their hometown, college, year 
they received the Award, etc.  

But the legends diverted the discussion away from 
themselves as quickly as they could and asked the 
boys to tell them about themselves, their families, 
their "Play to Honoree," and their team. From the 
cards handed to them, each knew in advance the 
player with whom they would be connecting so they 
had carefully watched them play and spoke with 
detail–starting with their jersey number!–about how 
well they played during the game. The boys and their 
parents were overwhelmed with pride, joy, and 
gratitude for the connection with these men.  

At some point in the discussions, each legend 
handed their player a stick they had once used on the 
field. The sticks covered the entire range of the 
history of the game–from sixty-year-old wooden ones 
to the modern day plastic versions, custom dyed with 
school, professional, and even a few USA, Canada, 
Australia, and Wales national colors. The legends also 
provided their young men with a copy of the book 
they had recommended to Robbie, also on Scott’s 
request. They handed the parents a card with their 
contact information. Most wrapped up the discussion 
with a pledge to follow up and stay in contact.  

After all of the guests had drifted out of the 
Museum, Scott could still feel the electricity in the air. 
He had attended hundreds of events similar to this 
one but this had been different, he thought. His heart 
glowed, perhaps more than it had in quite some time, 
its warmth slowly seeping into his imagination.  



Knowing so many of the Turnbull recipients 
personally, and the players they were and the people 
they had become, he already had a clear vision of 
what the next phase of Jack’s legacy might look like. 

"Thanks, Jim," he whispered to Captain Lewis. 
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